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Suppression of Antiferromagnetic Order by Light Hole Doping in La2Cu12xLixO4:
A 139La NQR Study
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139La nuclear quadrupole resonance measurements in lightly doped La2Cu12xLi xO4 have been
performed to reveal the dependence of the magnetic properties of the antiferromagnetic CuO2 planes on
the character of the doped holes and their interactions with the dopant. A detailed study shows that th
magnetic properties are remarkably insensitive to the character of the dopant impurity. This indicate
that the added holes form previously unrecognized collective structures. [S0031-9007(98)07260-3]

PACS numbers: 75.30.Kz, 74.72.Dn, 76.60.Gv, 76.60.Jx
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Full understanding of the character of holes add
to cuprate planes and their interactions with the tw
dimensional lattice of Cu spins remains a crucial and
solved problem in the high temperature superconduct
While the detailed mechanism is poorly understood,
rapid suppression of the antiferromagnetic (AF) order
temperatureTN by doping is clearly related to the disru
tive effects of mobile holes:&3% added holes whethe
from Sr substitution, addition of interstitial oxygen, or i
plane substitution of Li for Cu [1] suppressesTN to zero,
yet ,30% isovalent substitution of Zn or Mg for Cu i
required [2] to produce the same effect. Li- and Sr-dop
holes have very different mobilities. Forx or y ø 0.025,
the room temperature resistivityr of La2Cu12xLi xO4 ex-
ceeds that of La22ySryCuO4 by over an order of magni
tude [1,3,4]; more strikingly, for Sr dopingdrydT . 0
for T * 100 K, in contrast to the negative slope found
Li-doped material for allx andT .

It is well recognized that the 2D cuprates are inclined
ward microscopic charge inhomogeneity [5–7]. Eviden
for such an effect in lightly doped La22ySryCuO4 was ob-
tained from a scaling analysis of the dopingy and tem-
peratureT dependence of the static susceptibilityxs y, T d
[8] which indicated that the magnetic correlation length
limited to the dimensions of AF domains (finite-size sc
ing) formed by microsegregation of doped holes into ho
rich domain walls surrounding hole-free, AF domain
Interpretations involving charge stripes have also been
posed [9]. Castro Neto and Hone [10] have examined
influence of doping on the long wavelength properties
a 2D antiferromagnet in a model in which charged stri
cause the exchange couplingJ to become anisotropic; thi
model reproduces the relationship betweenM0

s (Ms is the
sublattice magnetization;M0

s is that obtained by extrapo
lation of data forT . 30 K to T  0) andTN as the two
are suppressed by Sr doping in La22ySryCuO4 [11]. How-
ever, using a similar model, van Duin and Zaanen [12] fi
thatTN is suppressed much more rapidly thanM0

s with in-
creasing anisotropy (doping).

We have used139La nuclear quadrupole resonan
(NQR) measurements to microscopically examine
0031-9007y98y81(13)y2791(4)$15.00
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effects of doped holes on the AF spin correlations
La2Cu12xLi xO4 s0.019 , x , 0.025d. We find that the
magnetic behavior of lanthanum cuprate is remarka
insensitive to the detailed nature of the dopant, in sp
of the differing charge transport associated with the t
dopants. In addition to the similarly strong suppress
of TN by doping, we find the identical corresponden
between the suppression ofM0

s andTN by doping which
has been observed in La22ySryCuO4. Further we show,
for the first time, that in the vicinity ofTN the dynamical
susceptibility, as reflected in the nuclear spin-lattice rel
ation rate2W , follows a scaling law consistent with th
finite-size scaling demonstrated in the static susceptibi
by Choet al. [8]. Finally, at low temperature, we find tha
two peculiar features are very similar in the two system
These are the very strong peak in2W (at a temperature
Tf  10 16 K depending onx) that indicates freezing of
spin degrees of freedom, which is accompanied at sligh
higher temperaturess. 30 Kd by the abrupt recovery of
MssT d, almost tox  0 values.

Thus, while very small concentrations of added ho
induce a range of characteristic magnetic properties wh
are entirely insensitive to the nature of the dopant,
transport properties are very sensitive to the dopa
Unable to understand these contrasting behaviors
arising from properties of individual holes, we conclud
holes form collective structures. We will argue th
holes form charged, antiphase domain walls [13] wh
surround mobile domains in which the phase of the A
order is reversed. Such mobile domains will suppress
time-averaged static moment thus suppressing AF or
and Ms. These domain structures will have contrasti
interactions with in-plane vs out-of-plane dopants (e.
stronger scattering by in-plane impurities) which expla
the different transport behaviors, while the univers
magnetic properties can be understood as long as
domains are sufficiently mobile that they move acros
given site rapidly compared to a measurement time.

Three powder samples of La2Cu12xLi xO4 (labeled A1,
B1, and B2) were prepared from starting material co
taining concentrationsxnom of Li as described elsewher
© 1998 The American Physical Society 2791
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[1]. Table I shows various measured properties of th
samples; definitions of the parameters shown and
means by which they were determined will be discus
in what follows. All the samples were annealed in flo
ing nitrogen gas after sintering to minimize excess oxyg
whose motion can contribute to139La spin-lattice relax-
ation at highT [11,14]. Annealing in nitrogen eliminate
this contribution in our samples. The smaller value ox
relative toxnom for sample A1 was deduced from its high
value of TN relative to sample B1.139La sI 

7
2 d NQR

and relaxation rate measurements in La2Cu12xLi xO4 were
performed for4 , T , 300 K on both the2nQ s6 5

2 $

6
3
2 d and3nQ s6 7

2 $ 6
5
2 d transitions. The spectra we

obtained by plotting the integrated intensity of the sp
echo signal as a function of spectrometer frequency.
nuclear spin-lattice relaxation rate was measured by m
toring the recovery of the magnetization after satura
with a singlep

2 pulse.
The 139La NQR results for the three samples a

summarized in Fig. 1. BelowTN , the ordered Cu momen
generates an internal magnetic fieldH at the 139La site
which splits the NQR line into a doublet with frequenc
n1 andn2. The magnitude of the splitting,D ; n1 2 n2,
is a direct measure of the componentHz  H cosu of
the internal fieldH at the La site along the principalsẑd
axis of the electric field gradient (EFG) tensor [9] (u is the
angle betweenH andẑ). The two frequencies for the2nQ

transition are given byn1,2  2nQ 6 sgny2pdHz where
the nuclear gyromagnetic ratiogny2p  601.44 HzyG.
As shown in Fig 1(a), forT . 30 K, D is suppressed b
doping, and then displays an abrupt increase below 3
Similar effects have been observed in recentmSR and
neutron scattering measurements in La2Cu12xLi xO4 [15].
The solid curves in Fig. 1(a) are fits of the temperat
dependenceDsT d  D0s1 2 TyTN db to the data forT .

30 K; we find b  0.44 6 0.01. The magnitudes an
temperature dependence ofnQ for a given doping is
almost identical to that found in Ref. [11]; the linewidt
are also quite comparable: 110, 120, and 140 kHz
250 K for our samples A1, B1, and B2, respectively.

Figure 1(b) shows theT dependence of2W , which
displays a strong peak atT  Tf  10 16 K and a weak
peak in the vicinity ofTN . 2W was obtained by fitting the
recovery data to the theoretical expression for magn

TABLE I. Properties of the three samples: A1, B1, and B

A1 B1 B2

x 0.020 0.020 0.025
xnom 0.019 0.020 0.025
TN sKd 180 6 5 145 6 5 85 6 10
EaykB sKd 120 123 117
D0 skHzd 212 193 120
Tf sKd 11 15 16
T p

N sKd 187 163 114
C 0.042 0.038 0.020
Cx2 3 105 1.52 1.52 1.25
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relaxation and for single pulse saturation [16]. ForT .

Tf , this expression fits the data well, indicating a sing
rate arising from magnetic fluctuations. Although the ra
becomes distributed belowTf (consistent with freezing
in an inhomogeneous distribution of internal fields), t
same fitting procedure was applied to data for the fi
decade of recovery. While this increases the uncerta
in 2W , we find that varying the fitting procedure ha
essentially no effect on the position of the peak atTf .

As seen in Fig 1(b),2W sT d is the same at the2nQ

and 3nQ transitions in sample A1, establishing that2W
is due to a magnetic rather than structural mechanism.
addition, we note that2W decreases with increasingT
for T . TN in contrast with the results in La22ySryCuO4
which show an enhancement of2W at highT due to the
motion of excess oxygen [14]. Thus, annealing to remo
excess oxygen enables us to obtain, for the first tim
intrinsic data for spin dynamics aboveTN that are isolated
from any significant influence by mobile oxygen.

Our discussion will focus on two aspects of the da
(i) the anomalous behavior of both the static and
dynamical magnetic properties at lowT , and (ii) the broad
and weak peak in2W aroundTN , which contrasts with the
sharp peak atTN observed in, e.g., undoped Sr2CuO2Cl2

[17]. These results are, overall, very similar to tho
found in La22ySryCuO4 [9,11].

The strong low-T peak in2W clearly indicates freez-
ing of spin degrees of freedom. Analyzing the data
terms of activated behavior,f2WsT d ~ expsEaykBT dg as

FIG. 1. 139La NQR in La2Cu12xLi xO4: (a) D ; n1 2 n2 vs
T . Solid curves are fits to the behaviorDsTd  D0s1 2
TyTN db , b  0.44 6 0.01. The inset shows the NQR spec
trum from sample B2sx  0.025d at 4 K. (b)2W vs T .
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shown in Fig. 2, gives values ofEa (see Table I) simi-
lar to those in La22ySryCuO4, whereEaykBTf  8.9, and
Tf . 11 16 K ) EaykB . 100 145 K [11]. Thus, the
spin freezing is independent of the dopant, and, con
quently, spin freezing is not solely determined by bind
of holes to the dopant. We note thatTfsxd (Table I) does
not satisfy the empirical relationTf  s815 Kdx obtained
in Ref. [11], but the relationship betweenTf andTN is the
same in both systems. Such disagreement may arise
a discrepancy in the actual hole-doping level.

We turn now to the behavior of2W in the vicinity of
TN . We find a strong doping dependence of the wi
of the 2W peak as found in the static susceptibility
Cho et al. [8], and our results support the finite-siz
scaling proposed there. To isolate the behavior nearTN

from contamination by the tail of the spin-freezing pe
at Tf , we first correct the2W data by subtracting th
fitting results in Fig. 2 (solid lines). Results are sho
in Fig. 3(a). The observed behavior cannot be unders
in terms of conventional critical behavior [17]. There, t
T -dependent growth ofj is set by the exchange couplin
constantJ, and this determines the width of the peak
the high-T side. The strongx dependence of the widt
then leads to the implausible conclusion thatJ is strongly
x dependent. Nonetheless, it is clear that the beha
of 2W aroundTN should reflect cooperative behavior
correlated spins near their ordering temperature.

The peak in the static susceptibility observed atTN is
due to the small canting of the ordered moment wh
arises through the Dzyaloshinski-Moriya interactio
In undoped La2CuO4 the shape of this peak is we
described by theory [18]; however, with doping the pe
broadens and this description is no longer adequate.
et al. argued that rather than increasing exponenti
with decreasing temperature,jsT d in lightly doped
La22ySryCuO4 is limited by confinement to AF domain
of sizeL defined by hole-rich domain walls [8]. They we
successful in describing the doping dependent shap
the peak inxs y, T d (for T . TN ) for a range ofy through
the scaling relationxs y, T d  xh fs yd fT 2 TN s ydgj,
and they identifyfs yd . 0.02yy2 with L2. If this peak
shape is indeed due tojsT d, consistency of the scalin
of 2WyT and the static susceptibility is expected sin

FIG. 2. 2W vs 10yT . Solid lines are fits to the activate
behavior2W ~ expsEaykBTd.
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both the static and dynamic susceptibilities (x 0 and x 00,
respectively) are determined by the sameT -dependentj.

We find that the peak in2W sT d occurs atT  Tp
N differ-

ent from the peak inxsT d [marked by arrows in Fig. 3(a)
see also Table I]. Given the incomplete understanding
xsT , xd for finite x, the peak in2W is likely the better indi-
cator of the temperature at which local AF ordering occu
Although not understood, we believe this phenomenon
a general feature of lightly doped lanthanum cuprate, a
is more prominent in our data because the obscuring
fects of mobile excess oxygen at temperatures compar
to TN have been eliminated here. We find that2W sT , xd
exhibits the same scaling behavior with the same sca
function fsxd  s0.02yxd2. The strength of the peak in
2W is stronglyx dependent, and we apply a normalizatio
factorCsxd,

2W
T

hx, T j  Csxd
2W
T

h fsxd fT 2 Tp
N sxdgj . (1)

The data scaled in this way are shown in Fig. 3(b), and
find Csxd . s0.004yxd2 as shown in Table I. Given the
discrepancy betweenTN andTp

N , these data cannot be take
as demonstrating scaling of2W ; however, our finding that
the same scaling functionfsxd, when combined with a nor-
malization factor also proportional to1yx2, leads to con-
sistent scaling behavior provides important corroborat
for the finite-size scaling hypothesis of Choet al. [8].

The reduction of 2WyT associated with limitation
of the size of correlated domains is not unexpect
The spin-lattice relaxation rate is given by2WyT ,

FIG. 3. (a)T dependence of2W : 2W data are corrected for
the contribution from the spin-freezing effects represented
the solid lines in Fig. 2. The arrows indicateTN . (b) Plots
of normalized 2WyT as a function offsxd sT 2 Tp

N d with
fsxd  s0.02yxd2 (see text for details).
2793
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P
q A2sqd fx 00sq, vdyvg, whereAsqd is the (sample inde-

pendent) hyperfine coupling constant. If the spectrum
spin fluctuations is described by a Lorentzian distribut
with a characteristic frequencyG, then x 00sq, vdyv ,
x 0sqdyG; this highlights the additional sensitivity of2W
to the characteristic fluctuation rateG compared to the
real part of the susceptibility. As the number of spins in
domain (argued in the finite-size hypothesis to go as1yx2

[8]) increases,G will decrease; and, thus, the relaxatio
rate will increase with decreasing doping. Qualitative
this is observed:2WyT , Csxd , s1yxd2.

The detailed similarity of the magnetic properties
Sr- and Li-doped lanthanum cuprate cannot be unders
in terms of individual holes interacting with impurities
this suggests that holes form collective structures.
full explanation of these magnetic properties cannot
given at this point, but to be concrete we propose
picture that can successfully account for the distinct
and complex behavior ofD and 2W below TN . Phase
segregation of holes to boundaries of hole-free regi
[8] or to hole-rich “rivers” [9] has been proposed. Bas
on the results of Tranquadaet al. [13] at higher doping
in La1.48Nd0.4Sr0.12CuO4, we suggest a contrasting pictu
in which the stripes are density populated with ho
(e.g., 1y2 hole per stripe Cu site) and constitute antipha
domain walls. We further suggest that these stripes c
to form mobile loops that surround small domains (whi
we call antiphase domains) in the antiferromagnet. S
loops have been theoretically argued to be the sta
configuration at low doping [19]. Because these encircl
stripes are antiphase domain walls, the phase of the
correlations in an antiphase domain is reversed with res
to the background. Motion of these domains (above 30
over a particular site thus reverses the spin orientation
reduces the time-averaged static moment at that site.

To estimate the size and density of domains requi
to explain experimental data, we consider a simple mo
[20] in which there is, on average, one domain for everyN
Cu sites (separated by lattice constanta). TheseN sites
occupy an areaL2  Na2, and, of these,N2 sites compose
the antiphase domain whose width isl  a

p
N2. The

fractional reduction of the time-averaged static momen
a given site will then besN1 2 N2dyN whereN  N1 1

N2. We set this equal toRsxd ; M0
s sxdyM0

s sx  0d. As-
suming 1y2 hole per Cu in the stripe, we have4l , 2xNa
(we assume that all donated holes are incorporated
loops), andlya , s1 2 Rdyx. Using measured values o
Rs yd for La22ySryCuO4 [9], we find Iya increases with
doping to ,20 at y  0.018 where R has decreased t
,0.6. Recovery of the sublattice magnetization belo
30 K occurs when the domains either become pinned to
lattice or evaporate as the constituent holes become pin
to donor impurities. Mobile antiphase domains will intr
duce disorder and reduce the total interplane coupling
AF ordered regions thus reducingTN [20].

In conclusion, we have presented a complete se
139La NQR data in lanthanum cuprate doped by in-pla
2794
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substitution of Li for Cu. The most striking result i
the remarkable insensitivity of the magnetic propert
of the AF CuO2 planes to the nature and location of th
dopant; this is in spite of marked differences in transp
properties. This suggests the magnetic properties re
collective hole phenomena. The behavior of2W around
TN cannot be understood in the context of conventio
critical behavior; we have demonstrated consistency w
the finite-size scaling approach proposed earlier [
We propose that all of the data can be understood
means of a model in which doped holes segregate
domain walls that enclose mobile, antiphase bubb
which reduce the time-averaged ordered moment t
suppressingM0

s and TN .
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